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CHAPTER 16
ROAD SIDE -TO-VEHICLE CO:\[\lU:\,ICATIOl\S
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I EeE Dept, Kulliyyah of Engineering. Il11cmational Islamic University :v1alaysia (I1Ul\I)
.IaIan Gombak. 53100. Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
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16.1 L\TRODLCTIO:\
\\"irdess vehicular communication (\VVC) has been identified as a key technologv
for intelligent transportation systems (ITS) for the past few years. IEEE 802.1 " 'I-
proposed standard for the physical and i\1AC layer of the WVC devices. Tne m, .
objective of the standard is to change the frame format in order to increase the delay
spread tolerance introduced by the vehicle mobility, in which the channel bandwidth is
scaled from 20 \1Hz. i.e.. 802.11 a to 10 \1Hz, i.e., 802.11 p. This chapter proposes the
TD~·lA technique with fixed time slots and a guard band between the slots to ensure
interoperability between the wireless devices to communicate in rapidly changing
environment where transactions must be completed in small timcframes. 1" ," .,
TOMA sub-layer is proposed to be on top of the cOl1\entional 802.llp CSl'vlAiCA ~lAC.
We have found that 802.11 p-based TO.\r1A can achieve much higher throughput
compared with the conventional 802.11 p-based CSMAiCA, as the disLll~'-c, '-~ i~' "
speed and numbers increase. \1s-2 simulation results present the performulh< .Jli ~,'I'
and \alidate the efficiency of the proposed scheme.
The wireless LAN technology 802.11 offers a high data rate wireless access for local area
environments. \VLANs provide much higher data rates than the mobile \Vi~AX and 3G
networks and are relatively cheap and easy to install and maintain, where the last
advancements and sophistication of the chipset and the semiconductor industry enables the
IEEE 802.11 devices price curve to continue to sliding. All these features favor the WLA\l as
a good networking choice to be adopted tor vehicular communication standard. 1\1any
organizations and standard bodies have agreed with the 802.11 WLA:'-I standards which \\1:'
be adopted in dedicated short-range communications (DSRC) projects. This allows vehicles
on the road to communicate with one another (also called the Inter-vehicle communication
(lVC)) and to communicate \\ith road side equipments flJr safety and ITS applications.
The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has allocated 75 MHz of spectrum at
5.9 GHz that \\ill be used by the IEEE 802.11 P wireless access in vehicular environments
(WAVE) and dedicated short-range communications (DSRC) chipsets.
The objective of usmg TD!\lA with the contention-tYee topology rather than with the
contention-based IEEE802.11 is to increase the coverage distance of the AP in the RSU. This
is mainly due to the sensitivity of the acknowledgement (ACK) messages to propagation
delay in the IEEE 802.11 CSl\1ACA (Carrier Sense l\1ultiple Access' Collision Avoidance)
protocol with binary exponential back-ofT where a positive acknowledgement is used to
notify the sender that the transmitted frame has been successfully received.
An acknowledgement is sent after the Short Inter Frame Space (SIFS) has received the
trame. The SIFS is smaller than the Distributed Inter-Frame Space (DIFS). hence, the
receiving station does not need to send and apply the back-off procedure to transmit an
acknowledgement. If the acknowledgement is not received due to some reasons, the sender
then assumes that the frame has been lost and enters the back-off process again to retr,:J1~Il<!
